REGISTRATION
Information and registration:
Seiser Alm Marketing
e.mail: info@seiseralm.it
T. 0039 0471 709600
Surname*

Name*

Adress*

ZIP Code & Location*

Country*

Male

Date of birth*

M

e-mail adress*

W

phone no.*
* Required field

Services
Im Preis included:
inbegriffen:

- Participation in the Moonlight Classic - cross country race by night
- Use of the cross country slopes and the Alpe di Siusi cable car for 4 days
- Participation in all the workshops, courses and technical units
- Play and fun with cross country skiing for 1 child inclusive ski rental

MOONLIGHT CLASSIC NORDIC CAMP / 4 DAYS
Please cross the
workshops you will
participate in this column

Appointments

You can choose, if you want to participate in only one or more workshops a day.

300,00 Euro a person

Sunday, 20.01.2019
9.30 - 12.00 Nordic ski event, meet & greet and equipment check in Compatsch
17.00 Cross Country skiing evening with dinner in a tipical hut
Lunedì, 21.01.2019
9.30 - 12.30 Basic classic technique course
9.30 - 12.00 Advanced classic technique course
9.30 - 12.00 Double pulling course with David Hofer
9.30 - 12.00 Moonlight Classic race track analysis Compatsch-Panorama
13.45 - 16.00 Basic cross country skiing course - snowplow, downhill and turning
13.45 - 16.00 Advanced cross country skiing course - downhill and turning
13.45 - 16.00 Children: play and fun with cross country skiing
13.45 - 16.00 Desperate housewifes – cross country skiing afternoon for women
13.45 - 16.00 Moonlight Classic race track analysis Compatsch- Wolfsbühl
Tuesday, 22.01.2019
9.30 - 12.30 Basic classic technique course
9.30 - 12.30 Basic freestyle technique course
9.30 - 12.00 Advanced classic technique course - uphill
9.30 - 12.00 Moonlight Classic race track analysis Compatsch-Panorama
14:00 - 17:30 Video analysis and technique with David Hofer
14:00 - 15.30 Advanced freestyle technique course
14:00 - 15:30 Advanced classic technique course
15:30 - 16.30 Double pulling course with David Hofer
Wednesday, 23.01.2019
9.30 - 12.00 Ski and wax test with wax course
13.00 - 15.30 Ski and wax test with wax course
20.00 South Tyrol Moonlight Classic Seiser Alm (15 or 30 km - please
complete the form on the second page

Bank Transfer
SEISER ALM MARKETING

Signature of the participant

IBAN: IT 51 Q 08056 23100 000300007676
SWIFT - BIC: RZSBIT21011

Date

Reason for payment: Nordic Camp - 4 days for … (name)

Please send the confirmation of payment and the registration form by e-mail to info@seiseralm.it. The registration is valid when we receive the transfer of the
registration fee.
With the payment of the registration fee the participant decleares, that he/she is in a good state of health and that he/she can participate in sport events without
competition character, thus exempting the Organizing Committee from responsibility in the event of any accidents. The personal data will be treated pursuant to
the data privacy law DSGVO (25.05.2018). The athlete expressly authorises the organisers to use pictures of them during their participation in the Workshops free
of charge in all the visual media and advertising material used around the world.
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